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The Mind –Body Connection
One- sided    1  1

Integrated   X



Brain Integration
� Trotter  integrated  (dopamine)

� Pacer
one sided

� Canter
� 3 legged

� Nothing



Get up!  

Why Your Chair Is Killing You
� Dr. James Levine  - Mayo Clinic

� Sitting in a chair is a leading cause of 

� Diabetes, cancer  and heart disease

� A daily trip to the gym can’t undo the damage of 
sitting all day.

e



You need …
10 minutes of unintentional exercise every hour

� 2 1/2 hours of intentional 

� exercise every week



Movement 
� Increase glucose and oxygen     Stimulate brain growth

� Improve cognitive function       Facilitate higher levels

� Improve attention span, focus and processing speed



Dopamine
� Slow cross lateral movements increase dopamine

� levels.
� www.enhancedlearning.com



Brain Systems
� Prefrontal cortex

� Anterior cingulate gyrus

� Deep limbic system

� Basal ganglia

� Temporal lobes

� Cerebellum – balance    



Neurotransmitters
Dopamine: learning, motivation, attention, movement

Serotonin:  helps keep brain activity under control, 
influences mood, impulsivity, anger and aggressiveness

Norepinephrine: amplifies signals that influence 
attention, perception, motivation and arousal

Glutamate: stirs up activity; is responsible for neurons 
firing together, wiring together

GABA: clamps down on activity

�



BDNF

What makes us move is what makes us think.



Aerobic Exercise
� 12 minutes a day

Rebalances neurotransmitters and raises BDNF

Jean Blaydes





Making A Good Brain Great
Dr. Daniel Amen

� The best sources of stimulation for the brain are:

�physical exercise

�mental exercise

� social bonding



Earthing
� When you are grounded, there is a transfer of free 

electrons from the Earth into your body.  They are 
probably the most potent antioxidants known to man.

� Beneficial changes in heart rate

� Decreases levels of inflammation
• Dr. James Oschman

•



Go Barefoot



3 Most Important Exercises
1. Wayne Cook Posture

2. Cross Crawl 28; 14; 10

3. Thymus Thump

4. Drink Water  
weight by 3 =# ounces



•The Heart- Mind Connection   

Scarecrow
� Move right hand up midline, lifting left leg.    Count 1.

� Move  left   hand up midline, lifting right leg.  Count 2.

� Repeat to Count of 10.   

� Repeat humming to 10.



Drink Water!
� Digestive enzymes only function 

� in the presence of 

� water.

� Drink your weight divided by 3 in ounces each day.



80%

�of life’s satisfaction comes from 
meaningful relationships.

Brian Tracy



Emotions
� Just after we observe something and before we feel 

emotion, we tell ourselves a story.  We add meaning to 
the action as well as motive and judgment.  Based on 
our story, our body responds with an emotion.  



Emotion
� We can take control of our emotions by telling a 

different story.

� It is our stories that drive our emotions.



Sleep Cycles
� 4 90 minute  cycles  

� superficial to deep

� At least 7 hours a night
� Delta

� Deep

� Dark



Sleep
� Trouble falling asleep, tossing and turning, waking 

and falling back asleep, getting up two, being startled 
awake by some minor noise and other sleep problems could 
be indicative of a nutritional deficiency that allows 
susceptibility to the things that commonly wake you up or 
keep you awake at night.

� Often it is a mineral deficiency.  

�



Salt is vital for sleep regulation. 
It is a natural hypnotic. 

� Drink a full glass of water, then put a few grains 
of Celtic, Himalayan, or Sea Salt on the tongue.  
Routine intake of water and the addition of some 
salt to the diet will regulate the sleep pattern.

� (Celtic, Himalayan and) Sea Salt has 84 minerals 
to table salt’s 2.



Mindfulness
� Nothing is more beneficial than having all of your

� awareness in the present moment.

� May I accept things as they are.  I wish you happiness 
and well being.  



59 Seconds
Richard Wiseman

� Develop the gratitude attitude.

� Smile.

� Spend time with others.

� Ask for help.

� Let the unconscious mind decide the best course of 
action/ sleep on it.



Living Longer, 

Thinking Younger
� To keep the brain healthy everyday you need:

� Exercise, 

� Nourishment

� and 

� Sleep 

�



Story
We are our stories

Narrative imagining is the 

fundamental instrument

of thought.

Stories proved a context enriched by emotion along 
with a deeper understanding of how we fit in and 
why it matters.



Vision
� What the future looks like



Mission
� What you do best every day



Goals

I am…



Put a plant in your room.

Happiness just doesn’t flow from success; 

It actually causes it!


